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New - Bulk editing is now available on Task searches. New actions include:

Updating the "Respond by" date

Editing Comments

Adding an Assignee

Assigning/Denying objects

New - Accessibility Improvements include the following:

Users are no longer able to navigate outside of the Welcome Message with keyboard control before closing

the modal

Screen reader improvements for labels on the Days, Hours, and Minutes fields in the Event Form

The first info button is no longer skipped on the event form when using keyboard navigation 

The info buttons on the event form now have unique labels

Other Fixes and Improvements:

Close button added when bulk editing Locations Hours

Fixed backend issues preventing the Location Hours from updating when bulk editing locations

Inline editing the Scheduler field on an event no longer causes loading issues

Filter by Title and Filter by Type options added when searching for images from the Location Details page

Fixed issue where occasionally an event's Requirements field is unexpectedly missing

Clicking Save multiple times after creating a contact from the 25Live event form no longer creates

duplicate contacts

Corrected Blackout Management behavior where creating an annual pattern would incorrectly create a

monthly pattern

Restored the Requester variable when Event Save Emails are sent for Cancel requests

New ability to select an image type when uploading images from a Location Details page 

Cabinets and cabinet types now have distinct icons in Event Type Hierarchy

The -1 (Unspecified) event type is once again hidden from the Event Type Hierarchy

Colors and contact information now display correctly in Dark Mode for the panel that pops up when

hovering over a contact name

A "t.contact is undefined" error is no longer thrown when previewing a document in Document

Management for cases where a contact role doesn't have a contact but associated contact variables are

still being used

Corrected issue where occasionally duplicate fields would display on the Contact Details page after

creating a contact record

Event Types, Cabinets, and Folders "Sort by" dropdown options have been replaced with buttons in Event

Type Hierarchy > List View Removed "Sort by" label.  
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Restored lit-up star on the Event Details pages of starred events

Restored the ability to save a default report when editing an Event Type

New warning in System Settings > Event Form Settings > Rule Settings when an Alert is entered that is

over 512 characters

Event Save emails are now triggered when contacts are added to tasks
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